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Another new housing development in the village.

The Station ‘Bug Hotel’ – complete, with turf roof.
I am frequently contacted via our website by onetime Rolleston residents who relate their memories
of the railway that passed through our village. Recently Mr J. Wilkins, who grew-up in Rolleston, close
to the station, recalled members of his family being
granted permission to erect garages at the top of the
hill on the station site. I have reproduced the plans
regarding the transaction and note the details of
land ownership adjacent to the station boundaries.
Also shown is a copy of a ticket relating to Mr
Wilkins’ short journey by the Tutbury Jinny from
‘Rolleston on Dove’ to ‘Burton (LM S)’; due to the operating company being the ‘L. M. & S. R.’, the ticket
would have been issued prior to the end of 1947.
We are very grateful to the “Friends of Rollestonon-Dove Station” and hands-on volunteers for their
support and encouragement, also for the kind words
from many visitors to the Jinny Nature Trail.
Our website is regularly updated:

www.rolleston-on-dove-station.co.uk
or find us on Facebook:

The seventh season for the wildflower meadow
and we believe it to be the finest show with
over 20 different varieties noted to date.
The two lead pictures show our latest addition to
the meadow; as the flora attracts many species of
wildlife, it seems only right to offer these ‘bugs’
some comfortable accommodation.
Our appeal to the community for materials yielded all we required. Pallets from the new extension at the Scout HQ, logs resulting from the recent forestry activity at Craythorne woods, wire
netting, bricks, pine cones and old garden canes
were all donated to create this new feature.
Spring heralded by an ever-increasing carpet
of snowdrops attracted more visitors to the station during February than witnessed in previous
years. Daffodils followed in greater numbers;
those planted on the bank bordering Station
Road in 2019, raised the awareness of passers-by
of this village amenity.
As May arrived, the colour palette turned to blue
with the arrival of a gradually increasing presence of forget-me-nots and bluebells.
Now in late June, the site has not totally returned to white with the arrival of ox-eye daisies
and cow parsley, but our wildflower meadows offer a complete colour spectrum.
On the first Saturday morning in June we were
able to resume organised working parties. A good
attendance meant that the entrance gate could
receive a coat of red paint of a more suitable hue,
the ‘15’ speed restriction sign also received a
make-over and weeding and general tidying by
the ’green team’ could be carried-out.
Our small group of dedicated volunteers keep the
site in good order throughout the year, but prior
to 24th June, we made an extra effort to have
every area ship-shape, in readiness for a visit
from an assessor representing the ‘Royal Horticultural Society and Heart of England In Bloom,
Its Your Neighbourhood Scheme’. It is now ‘fingers crossed’, but we are cautiously optimistic as
we seem to have ticked all the boxes.

